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Sample Outline  

by Professor Meredith McGuire, Trinity University 
 

Karl Marx, The Communist Manifesto  

(in McIntosh, 1.4—part I of four parts) 
 

Par. 1: “The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles.” 

 

Par 2 – 14:  Modern society is characterized by a greatly simplified stratification system, “two 

great hostile camps”.  All previous (i.e., late feudal classes have melted into just two: 

1. bourgeoisie:  the manufacturing middle class, which has established a world – market and 

political power to further its class interests. 

2. proletariat (definition on p. 43, par. 30):  “class of labourers … who sell themselves 

piecemeal … --a commodity like every other article of commerce” 

 

Par. 13 – 27:   

1. Just as the old feudal system held the seeds of its own destruction, so too do the structural 

strains in capitalism point to its downfall.  Thus: 

 Cash nexus between people and “naked self interest” 

 Personal worth dissolves into exchange value 

 No religious or political ideals/ “illusions”, but “naked, shameless, direct, brutal 

exploitation” 

 Honored occupations (e.g., doctor, poet, scientist) have been converted to paid wage-

laborers (e.g., H.M.O. doctor) 

 Family relations reduced to “mere money relation” 

 

2. The Bourgeoisie NEED: 

 constantly expanding market opportunities 

 constantly (and rapidly) changing production (par. 18) 

a. revolutions of “instruments of production” 

b. thus, revolutionizing relations of production 

c. and thus entire relations of society 

 perpetual uncertainty and agitation—not just rapid technological change, but also 

continual changes in social relations, knowledge, and attitudes 

 

3. Marx cites, as results:  

 urbanization, global thrust of markets, interdependency 

 centralized means of production 

 concentrated property 

 political centralization 

 absurd patterns of production, such as over-production 

 

Pars. 27 – 29:  Bourgeois society can no longer control the system it has created.  There is a 

growing revolt against the modern conditions of productions, against the property relations 
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that the bourgeoisie need for their rule.  Ironically, the bourgeoisie has created the very class 

(proletariat), which will destroy the system. 

 

Pars.  30 – 35:  Characteristics of the proletariat:  Bourgeoisie has changed the nature of work by 

which laborers subsist: 

 workers become an appendage to machine (par. 31) 

 the less skill the work requires, the more replaceable each worker becomes (par. 33)  

 laborers sell their work--i.e., themselves--as commodity (par 30) 

 system changes even non-manufacturing work into wage labor 

 labor is tightly organized (“like soldiers” in a hierarchy), crowded into factories 

 

Pars. 36 – 43:  Development of class struggle [he seems to be showing why historical 

developments so far have not been the decisive victory of the working class}.   

 Par 39 “But every class struggle is a political struggle”, so M. discusses how the 

proletariat becomes organized as a class, and “consequently” a political party [he 

seems to assume that these are inevitably part of the same process}. 

 

Pars. 43 – 47:  “The proletariat alone is a revolutionary class”.  In the revolutionary process, 

what happens to the other (less consequential) classes? 

 some of the bourgeoisie (especially those intellectuals who comprehend the 

movement) go over to the side of the proletariat 

 lower middle classes, shopkeepers, artisans, peasant/farmers, small manufacturers 

interests were better served by the system 

 lowest class (“social slum”)--not proletarian (although occasionally mobilize by 

proletarian revolution)--often are used against proletarian interests (e.g., as paid 

thugs) by reactionary groups.   

 

Pars. 47 – 52:  The proletarian revolution will be unique in history, because:   

 conditions of proletariat have already stripped them of attitudes, values (such as 

family relations, religion, law, morality, national identity) that have shaped previous 

revolutions 

 previous “winning” classes used control of productive forces in society to secure their 

power, but proletariat cannot do this, so their mission is to destroy all previous 

securities – i.e., to eliminate private ownership  of productive property 

 previous historical movements, represented the interests of minorities; “the 

proletarian movement is the self-conscious, independent movement of the immense 

majority, in the interests of the immense majority” (par. 49) 

 

Par 53:  Fall of the bourgeoisie is inevitable, b/c it depends on wage labor—it thus promotes the 

very class that will overthrow it 

 


